Technical Data Sheet

Introduction:
Dust, fluff and grit particles are a major
source of paint defects causing nibs, rough
finishes and centers of weaknesses and
corrosion. Long experience has shown that
CLEAN-CLOTH is the only safe and
economical method ensuring completely dust
- free surface onto which paint can be applied.
URJA
SEALANTS
PRIVATE
LIMITED,
manufacturer of CLEAN-CLOTH, is the
foremost manufacturer in India and is
supplying CLEAN-CLOTH to most Indian car
manufacturers and to assembly plants
throughout India. The impregnates that
makes
CLEAN-CLOTH
tacky
are
manufactured solely for us for our own use.
They are to our own formulae and are
chemically compatible with all modern
paint finishes, non - acidic, non-drying,
non-staining,
will
not
subject
to
spontaneous combustion and uniform in
tack
and quality.
CLEAN-CLOTH is
indispensable in vehicle paint shop. CLEANCLOTHS have many beneficial applications in
most
industrial
production
finishing
processes. CLEAN-CLOTHS have many non industrial applications too. Increasing
number of decorators and model makers are
using CLEAN-CLOTH to help to achieve the
perfect finish they strive for. Press shops and
mould shops are now using CLEAN-CLOTH to
improve the finish on their jobs.
Application:
A surface ready for spraying, lettering and
countless
other jobs involving the
application of paint, printing inks, lacquers,
varnishes etc. simply by light wiping down
the surface area involved all specks of dust
and dirt are removed quickly and effectively
trapped within the CLEAN-CLOTH. With one
quick
wipe,
CLEAN-CLOTH
ensures
completely dust and fluff free surface. The
soft tack absorbent impregnates ensures

CLEAN-CLOTH
maximum pick up and holding power. All dust
and dirt particles likely to cause blemishes
are firmly held and none can be transferred
or shaken loose to become airborne and
settle elsewhere. Care must be taken that
surface to be wiped must be at ambient
temperature and dry, free from solvent or
water which may lead to transfer of varnish
from the cloth to body.
Conclusion:
In developing the system, URJA SEALANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED has 14
years of
experience as manufacturing CLEAN-CLOTH
for all types of Indian Industries that
incorporate paint in their process. The
CLEAN-CLOTH ranges of products are
constructed from
an open weave
impregnated cotton fabric which combines
high dust absorbency with strength and
wear resistance. The ability to call on this
expertise and knowledge has resulted in the
development of the CLEAN-CLOTH, which has
the following benefits:
1. One single quick wipe will collect invisible
and visible dust.
2. Ensures completely dust and fluff free
surface.
3. Surface being tacky collects all the dust
particles on it and does not allow to transfer
or to become air-borne to settle on the other
surface.
Packing:
2 pieces per packet / 50 pieces per packet for
standard CLEAN-CLOTH.
Note:
Standard Specification: SIZE: 25 x 130 Cms +
2 Cms, VARNISH CONTAIN 45% + 2%. Range
of CLEAN-CLOTH can be supplied according
to the customer’s requirement. Taylor made
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Size and Varnish % to suit individual
application for which product code with
specification will be issued on request, which
needs to confirm by customer before release
of order.
Warranty:
It should be appreciated that the information
given here is to the best of our knowledge,
true and accurate. However, since conditions
under which our products are used are
beyond our control, recommendations are
made without warranty or guarantee.
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